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The writing was cleaned up through subsequent drafts. Were whole languages? General consensus would
seem to indicate that cultural heritage needs to be protected. Such might be practiced by a minority or
marginalized community and one country might want to declare the tradition endangered over the objection
and indeed as a result of the persecution of its neighbor. These traditions also had an economic dimension. The
flagship UNESCO program on World Heritage sites privileged the northâ€”where most of the ancient remains
of large-scale classical civilizationsâ€”Greece, Rome, China, India, Egypt, Meso-America and Southeast
Asiaâ€”persisted, and where most of the built monuments and memorials of historical grandeur where found.
For example, were religions intangible cultural heritage? On the U. Goytisolo and like-minded allies proposed
to UNESCO the idea of providing international recognition for such ephemeral forms of cultural expression.
IOV believes that in order for the intangible cultural heritage to survive, it must evolve and meet the needs of
people today. No such guidance was articulated or broadly disseminated. On the seemingly positive side, the
proposed convention pointed to the importance of respect and tolerance for cultural diversity within nations
and across the globe. While the effort could have again picked up steam in the autumn, another, more serious
and pressing matter for the U. General U. Positions similar to those in the initial debate emerged. Such
intangible heritage manifests itself in oral traditions, performing arts, social practices, rituals and festivals,
knowledge and practices regarding the nature of the universe, and traditional craftsmanship. How did the U.
Consequently, IOV supports innovative ways to interest the youth in folk dance, music, song and costumes as
a way of preserving and promoting folk art and ICH IOV encourages democracy by requiring open elections
of officers, executive board and presidential council members. The document encourages governments to
respect the varied cultural traditions practiced by people within its jurisdiction. The Library of Congress
American Folklife Centerâ€”which operates under the authority of the Folklife Preservation Act of and was at
the time represented at meetings by its Director, Peggy Bulger, aims its efforts at preserving American folklife
traditions. The UNESCO list also unfortunately demonstrates that there has been remarkably little work
conducted on the preservation of intangible heritage within North America. From a U. Working papers were
developed and the State Department formed another group to deal with legal issues flagged by the groups.
This panel is intended to spark a conversation about defining a research agenda surrounding the preservation
of intangible cultural heritage within the North American context. He was hired by Smeets in the autumn, in
time for the meeting of the intergovernmental committee of experts in November. Such meetings continued
over the course of a year, and provided the guidance for U. The cultural experts tended to agree. For one,
culture has historically not been high on the U. The HIDVL example also demonstrates that even the effort to
document aspects of intangible cultural heritage involves more extensive collaboration with the community
from which that cultural heritage originates than is typical for most libraries and archives. While funding
agencies in Europe have actively supported research on intangible cultural heritage and its preservation, a
coordinated effort to promote research in this area in North America has been lacking. Informed gossip at the
Paris intergovernmental meetings had it that the French government was pressuring UNESCO to move
quickly on the intangible cultural heritage convention so as to make way for this, more consequential treaty.
IOV has also worked with governmental bodies to sponsor folk dance and music festivals, as well as other
folk art events. The preliminary draft of the proposed International Convention for the Safeguarding of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage was very poorly written and had numerous particular problems.


